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Article 52

Ccistsnces GovernUng the Igseof ReEAlatory Lgreements
Members agree that regulatory agreements may be employed only when it is

determined that:

(a) : burdensome surplus of a prmmmdary co=oity has developed or is

e:nected to develop, which would cause serious hardship to producers

aMi '±-hom are small producers who account for a selstanti l portion

of the total output and these condinions carnot be corrected by normal

.erket forces alone, in time to prevent such hardship, because

chaactaristicnlly, in the case of the primary conmodily concerned, a

substantial reduction in price does not readilyolead gcifisiCn~xlcant

decrease in production; or

(b) 'idespread unemploymennt or udermemploy=ent in connection with a

primary commodity, arising out of difficulties ointhe kId referred to

in Arti hle 46,has developed or is expected to develop, which would not

be corrected by normal market fooces alcne in time to prevent widespread

and undue hardship to workers, because, characteristically, in the case

of the industry concerned, a substantial reduction in price does not

readily lead to a significant increase in consumption but to the

reduction of employment and because areas in which the commodity is

produced in substantial quantity do not afford alternmtivemenploygent

opportunities
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opportunities for the workers involved; or

(c) The Organization finds that, for a commodity other than a primary

commodity, in addition to the circumstances set forth in (a) or (b)

above, exceptional circumstances Justify such action. Such agreements

shall be subject not only to the principles set forth in this Chapter

but also to any other requirements which the Organization may establish.

NOTES

1. The Comittee decided to include in the Report the text submitted by

the Delegation of Chile (document E/PC/T/C.6/W.41) concerning Article 52

and a statement to the effect that, as the hardships the Chilean proposal

was intended to cover, would be the outcome of unemployment or

under-employment they were covered by paragraph 2 of Article 52.

2. In regard. to the proposal made by the Food and Agriculture Organization

Observer (document E/PC/T/C.6/W.59) for the addition of a new paragraph to

Article 32, it was decided to include the text of the proposal in the

Report with a statement to the effect that the suggestion of the Food and

Agriculture Organization Observer met with sympathy on the part of certain

delegates, but was not discussed in detail as to the substance by the full

Committee.


